Electron microscopy of spermatocytes previously studied in life: methods and some observations on micromanipulated chromosomes.
A new method is offered for combined living cell and electron-microscopic studies of spermatocytes (or other cells) which normally do not adhere to glass. The key step is micro-injection of glutaraldehyde near the target cell whenever desired during observation in life. Fixation begins and simultaneously the cell is stuck very firmly to the underlying coverslip. The method is easy and reliable: cells are almost never lost and are well preserved, except for membranes. The application of the method is illustrated by studies of micromanipulated grasshopper spermatocytes. A chromosome was detached from the spindle and placed in the cytoplasm. Before or after the beginning of chromosome movement back toward the spindle, the cell was fixed, sectioned and the manipulated chromosome observed in the electron microscope. If the detached chromosome had not moved by the time of fixation, no or only one or two microtubules were seen at its kinetochore, but if movement had occurred, a few microtubules were always present. The arrangement of these microtubules corresponded to the direction of movement, but they commonly were at an unusual angle relative to the kinetochore. The origin and role in chromosome movement of the microtubules seen near moving chromosomes far from the spindle is not yet established, but a speculation is offered. A goal for future work is the detailed analysis of the microtubules associated with individual moving chromosomes. Such an analysis is feasible because the moving chromosome is far removed from the confusing mass of spindle microtubules, and its value is enhanced because the direction of movement at the time of fixation is known.